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1 Abstract 

High Technology High School’s FuryTech.v6 designed and produced a remotely-operated

vehicle (ROV) capable of completing the MATE Ranger challenges. Every year, FuryTech

is is entirely student run. The students design, build, and raise its own funds without any

commercial help. This year, FuryTech.v6 produced a brand-new ROV with many changes

that improved upon last year’s version. The new design features a waterproof underwater

electronics system. It consists of an easy-to-open end cap and cylinder that is waterproofed

by an o-ring and nuts. The frame, inspired by TIE fighters from the prolific Star Wars

movies, consist of two “wings” of propylene that encompasses the electronics. For extra

strength, a series of yellow PVC tubes are intertwined with the “wings”. Not only do they

provide structure, but the tubes also provide mounting points for all end effectors. The

robot has eight motors; the first four are for vertical motion, while the last four are for

horizontal motion. The claw consists of three servo motors, each for a different degree of

motion. Three cameras trained on the claw, back, and seafloor allow for operation of the

claw and drive. For distance measurement, the electronics cylinder features an

accelerometer and gyroscope. Data are sent back topside and calculated for position and

distance traveled. The new ROV design also incorporates a portable case containing the

topside electronics, with intuitive controls for the robot on a standard Xbox controller. All

in all, FuryTech.v6 is proud to present the ROV as a testament to the team’s synergy, skills,

and resourcefulness. 



Figure 1: Top view of completed ROV, FuryTech.v6 in testing pool  
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2 Design Rationale

2.1



Structure (Frame)



The team decided to completely redesign the frame to avoid last year’s cumbersome size. The ROV was first

modeled in Inventor CAD to quickly and accurately visualize its design. The final design was inspired by TIE

fighters, which feature two “wings” that serve as a sandwich that secures the electrical tube. The wings are

shaped in a teardrop shape to streamline the robot’s motion underwater. The material that was chosen needed to

be produced in sheets, and able to be cut accurately. Two ⅜

” thick polypropylene sheets were chosen for those

qualities, along with its water resistance, strength, and affordability. Two large “D’s”, one 5” diameter hole, four

¼” holes, and four ½” holes were cut into each wing with a CNC machine that the team programmed. To

further ensure proper distance from wing to wing, another length of polypropylene was cut and attached to the

bottom with four ninety degree angle brackets.



Figure 2 : Finished bare frame

To add structure to the ROV, a ½” polyvinyl chloride (PVC) frame was also incorporated with the wings. PVC

was chosen for its water resistance, strength, and affordability, as well as ease of construction and stock parts.

The dimensions of the pipes and connectors were carefully calculated to ensure the structural integrity of the

ROV. Because of these careful calculations, each pipe was cut to the length in which they would fit snugly into

their connectors and still produce a rigid frame. To ensure a permanent bond, PVC cement was used to glue

each connection. PVC lengths were carefully calculated to extend 7 cm past the wings, serving as a guard for the

electrical wires coming out of the tube. In order to ensure that the frame could fill up with water and drain easily,

small holes were intentionally drilled into the topside and bottomside of the pipes without compromising

structure. Filling the pipes with water is easier to accomplish than trying to make it watertight and helps the

ROV with balancing issues as well as movement issues.
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2.2



Underwater Electronics Tube



This year, the team decided to move electronics to bottom-side for multiple reasons. Last year’s tether was

extremely heavy from all the communication wires that ran from topside to bottomside. Not only that, but data

often got lost from such a long cable. Camera signals were easily lost, and driver control was slow.

Specifically, the team knew that the casing had to be waterproof beyond the maximum depth of the pool (15ft),

yet also easily removable should a problem occur. The final design was a 5” diameter acrylic cylinder with two

end caps. The end caps are also made of ¾” thick acrylic squares cut from a CNC machine to fit the outer

diameter of the cylinder. One end is permanently waterproofed with aquarium sealant while the other is sealed

with an o-ring inside the cap, along with four nuts. Four ¾”, 14” long threaded rods run from each corner of the

end cap to the other. When the nuts and washers are tightened, the caps compress the o-ring around the edge,

and seal off any pathways for air to escape and water to enter. When tightening, silicon grease is also added in

combination with the o-ring.



Figure 3: Bare electronic tube



Figure 4: Connector end cap and o-ring



The most dangerous part of the end caps were the wire connections. In order to ensure they were completely

sealed from the water, the team used three water proof connectors that were also filled with epoxy resin. The

epoxy resin fills in more cracks than aquarium sealant because it is much more liquidy during application. The

resin hardens to a near unbreakable block that will not let water through, let alone break, thereby mummifying

the wires.



2.3



Propulsion (Motors)



Figure 5: Bare motor thruster



Figure 6: CAD Drawing of PVC Attachment
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To ensure that the motors used were completely waterproof, modified bilge pumps were implemented for the

ROV. Bilge pumps were chosen because they are brushless, therefore inherently waterproof. The Rule 800 GPH

bilge pumpers were chosen after many trials to determine the bilge pump with the most efficient

thrust-per-amperage-drawn. The casing for the bilge pump motors were removed along with the impeller. After

testing propellers with varying amounts of blades and blade sizes, the three-blade 60 mm diameter plastic model

boat propellers were chosen for maximum thrust. These were then installed on all 8 drive bilge pump motors on

the ROV with a bilge shaft adapter. The adapter is also a screw that runs through the center of the propeller,

which is then secured with a washer and nut.



Figure 7: CAD isometric view of motor



Figure 8: CAD drawing of motor



An additional motor mount that doubled as a thruster was student designed on Inventor CAD and 3D printed.

One end had two semi circles that could fit around the motor. To ensure a secure fit, a long screw and nut were

tightened on both sides of the attachment. On the other end, the the enclosure widens to form a thruster to

direct the propeller forces and protect it. Because this design had to be printed in two parts, an aluminum

bracket was glued in place with two ton epoxy for extra strength. To make the motor safe, a chicken wire mesh

was placed at the end of each motor and secured with white electrical tape. The meshing protects the motor from

debris when in use underwater, and also keeps hands away from the propellers. The second part of the mount is

the PVC attachment. Like the thruster, it consists of two semi-circles that clamp around the PVC and are

tightened with screws and nuts on the side. The flat section with 8 holes line up with the 8 holes in the thruster

mount and can be secured with small screws and nuts. Because of this design, motors can be mounted virtually

anywhere there is PVC on the frame easily and tightly.



Figure 9: Vertical motor with 3 blades



Figure 10: Horizontal motors with 3 blades
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The motors had to be carefully placed. If they were not symmetrical, motion of the ROV would be chaotic and

non-uniform, making drive nearly impossible as the ROV flips around in water. Additionally. the motors were

placed on the outer edges to make turning easier. The further away from the center of mass, the more torque the

motors have to induce rotation.



2.4



Control System



Control input starts with the entry of commands through an Xbox-360 Controller. An intuitive controller

mapping was designed to facilitate easy, individual control of either side of the ROV. The left and right analog

sticks correspond to left- and right-side motor control, while two digital buttons on the face of the controller

control the rise and fall of the ROV along the Z-axis. Digital buttons on the sides of the controller equate to

control of the robot’s payload claw. Control commands are sent over a USB interface to a laptop running a

custom Python-based program. The commands are processed and formulated into an easily parsable string that

is read by the Arduino Nano.



Figure 11: Bottomside electronics in casing



The string of motor commands is sent over a USB Serial connection to the Nano. Further processing is done to

minimize the amount of data sent over the tether and allow for finer, more responsive control. The data is sent

using a RS485 serial interface over a twisted-pair bundle of two power extension cords with XLR microphone

plugs at the ends. The data is then decoded by a second RS485 module on the bottomside and is interpreted by

an Arduino Mega 2560. A TLC5940NT chip that serves as an interface is the intermediate between the Mega and

the motors. This driver facilitates only a few digital output pins on the Mega to control 16 pulse-width

modulation (PWM) pins with 12-bit resolution. Two pins are used for every motor

― one in the forward

direction and one in the reverse. Eight pairs of pins control eight motors by six NMIH-0050 H-bridges and one

L298 dual H-bridge. These allow analog control of motors in both forward and reverse directions by reversing

the polarity of the current running through each motor. In all, they allow for precise and dexterous control of

the robot’s drive. Servo commands are relayed in the same manner to control three servo motors directly from

the bottomside Arduino Mega.
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Figure 12: Open topside electronics case

The topside electronic system also manages the electrical safety of the entire ROV. Power to the robot first runs

through a 25 amp inline fuse, an additional fuse, followed by a master circuit breaker, voltmeter, and ammeter

before becoming available for use by the robot. This allows for a quick and easy shut-off in the event of an

emergency and allows the poolside team to monitor electricity consumption to quickly identify an abnormality.

A large filtering capacitor is also used inline to mitigate any problems regarding electrical interference, and to

buffer the large power draw from the H-bridges. Finally, heatsinks are used around the MOSFET-based

H-bridges to reduce the dangerous effects of Joule heating.

One small bundle of wires is all that is required for the ROV’s tether

. The power and motor commands for the

whole system are sent via a twisted-pair of two XLR microphone cables. In addition, the camera lines are

bundled together with these cables to send power and video feed. The cameras receive power directly from

barrel-jack connectors made available on the topside, and they connect to RCA connections repurposed from a

DVD player, to be connected to the relay switchboard (described in “2.6 Camera Sensors”). The weight of the

tether, albeit light, is accounted for. Instead of trying to perfectly make the tether buoyant, it is instead used

efficiently as a counterbalance for the front heavy ROV.



Figure 13: End of tether connections



Figure 14: Ports installed on topside electronics case
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2.5



Ballast System



In order to keep the ROV neutrally buoyant, the team utilized a ballast system. Neutral buoyancy was desired as

this allows the ROV to remain stationary when no control are being given to it. In addition to neutral buoyancy,

the team aimed to make sure the ROV remained level in the water, despite the slightly skewed distribution of

weight caused by the addition of end effectors. The ballast was incorporated in the form of the acrylic

electronics container itself as well as blocks of closed cell foam. Counterweights were added as well, attached to

the bottom of the ROV.



 

Figure 15: Ballast system at top of ROV (pale, rectangular blocks of closed cell foam)

The primary component in the ballast system is the acrylic tube used to house the bottomside electronics. The

tube was sealed with aquarium sealant on one end and with an o-ring and four nuts on the other. As a result, the

containment became both waterproof and airtight, allowing the tube itself to act as a ballast. To add further

ballast, rectangular blocks of highly buoyant closed cell foam were attached to the top of the ROV. An extra

piece was also added to the left side of the ROV in order to counteract the unequal distribution of weight caused

by the placement of the temperature sensor.



Figure 16: Counterweight box



Figure 17: Container for counterweight box



In order to ensure that the ROV did not have too much ballast incorporated, holes were drilled at specific

locations in the PVC. This prevented the PVC from being waterproof and airtight as well, which would add

undesired ballast to the ROV. The holes were drilled all the way through the PCV, in numerous locations, to

allow water to quickly and easily enter and exit. Finally, a counterweight box was added to the bottom of the
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